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Background and Context
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Early childhood finance 101
• Price vs Cost vs True Cost
o Price reflects what the market can bear, what families actually 

pay.
o Cost reflects the actual expenses a program incurs in order to 

meet licensing and/or quality standards.
o True cost of quality reflects what it would cost to provide high-

quality ECE with increased teacher salaries.

• Approximately 70% of expenses in a child care program are 
related to personnel.1

• Families are the primary payer for their own children’s early 
childhood education – covering 52% of the US ECE market, 
versus 46% from public sources.2
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1 Workman, S., “Where Does Your Child Care Dollar Go? (Washington: Center for American Progress, 2018) available at:  www.americanprogress.org/issues/early-childhood/reports/2018/02/14/446330/child-care-dollar-go/
2BUILD Initiative, “Finance and Quality Rating and Improvement Systems” (Boston: BUILD Initiative, 2017) available at: https://buildinitiative.org/Portals/0/Uploads/Documents/Resources/QRIS%203/FinanceQRIS.pdf
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How does quality affect cost?

• Compensation:  Higher qualification requirements should be tied to higher compensation for teachers, 
including both pay and benefits.

• Ratios and Group Size:  Lower teacher-child ratios to allow for more individualized care means 
employing more teachers without adding additional children/revenue to cover the increased cost.

• Activities beyond licensing:  Engaging in quality-related activities – such as staff professional 
development, additional teacher planning time, family engagement activities – incurs both additional 
expenses for the activity and incurs overtime or the need to pay a substitute teacher.  
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Why conduct a cost of quality study?

• Understanding the true cost of quality early childhood education is necessary to ensure 
policies designed to support access to high-quality programs are covering the true costs of a 
high-quality program. 

• The 2014 reauthorization of the federal Child Care Development Block Grant allows states to 
set child care subsidy rates based on an alternative methodology that accounts for the true 
cost of quality, rather than market rate surveys. 

• Across the U.S., the gap between the expenses providers incur and the revenues they can 
generate is significant – especially for infant and toddler child care.
o Understanding how this gap varies by child age, program type, geographic location can help better 

target resources to the areas of highest need. 
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Market Rate Surveys vs. Alternative Methodologies

• Market rate surveys report prices charged, not necessarily what it actually costs
o Tuition rates are based on what market can bear 
o This approach embeds current low wages and inequity – programs in low-income areas have low rates
o Often doesn’t capture price/cost of specialized services for which supply is limited – e.g. nontraditional 

hours, special needs. 

• Setting rates based on alternative methodology can 
o Determine actual cost rather than price 
o Account for quality and special circumstances
o Better promote equitable access
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Approaches for estimating the cost of quality

• Three levels of intensity for conducting a cost of quality study:
1. Where Does Your Child Care Dollar Go? online tool provides state specific estimates of the cost to 

meet licensing requirements and certain additional quality measures in child care center-based 
settings. 

2. The Provider Cost of Quality Calculator (PCQC) is a tool provided by the federal Office of Child Care 
that estimates the cost to provide center- and family child care home-based care at different levels of 
quality. Defaults can be overridden with state-specific data.

3. State and community-specific cost of quality spreadsheet-based models can be developed with 
external consultants or internal experts for a fully customizable model.   

• More details on cost of quality study methodologies can be found at: 
www.thencit.org/resources/conducting-a-child-care-cost-of-quality-study-a-toolkit-for-states-
and-communities
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Study background

• North Carolina began comprehensive fiscal modeling process in 2019 to support goals for 
infants and toddlers:

1. Child care cost of quality study
2. Home Visiting/parent education cost model
3. Systems cost model

• The NC Division of Child Development and Early Education (DCDEE) wanted to explore 
alternative methodology for rate setting as part of the PDG B-5 planning grant. 

• NC DCDEE and key stakeholders worked with the BUILD Initiative/NCIT Capacity-building Hub 
and the Center for American Progress to develop a child care cost model.  
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Process

• Stakeholder launch meeting held in Greensboro in March 2019
o Discussed cost drivers and regional variations

• Data collection with providers, engaged through CCR&R council
• Provider outreach, spring/summer 2019

• Analyzed 2015 workforce survey data
• Initial results shared with subsidy advisory committee September 2019

• Results memo and final model shared with DCDEE April 2020
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Model Assumptions 

The model allows users to update many variables and 
customize their scenario, but several default variables 
are included in order to run initial analysis. 
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Model assumptions

• The model includes the following personnel by default
o 1 Full time director
o 1 Part time assistant director
o 1 Full time administrative assistant
o 1 teacher, 1 assistant teacher per classroom
o Floater to cover open/close
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• The model includes the following employee 
benefits:
o $4,000 of non-mandatory benefits per employee
o 10 days paid leave 
o 10 paid sick days
o 2 days per year release time for professional 

development

• The model includes two ratio and group size 
options. The first is aligned with state 
minimum licensing requirements. The second 
is aligned with the enhanced ratios programs 
can adopt in order to reach Star 5 in NC’s 
Quality Rating System.

Ratio (group size) Enhanced Ratios

Infants (<12 mos) 1:5 (10) 1:4 (8)

1-2 year olds 1:6 (12) 1:5 (10)

2-3 year olds 1:9 (18) 1:8 (16)

3 year olds 1:10 (20) 1:9 (18)

4 year olds 1:13 (25) 1:12 (24)
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Model assumptions – Regions
• Currently, NC sets rates for each 

county. In order to streamline the 
model, counties were grouped 
into one of three regions, aligned 
with the regional designations 
provided by the NC Rural Center. 

• In the  cost model users can select 
one of these three regions when 
developing a scenario.

• Regional selection impacts 
salaries and some non-personnel 
expenses, such as rent. 
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Variations for the cost of quality

• The cost model estimates the cost of operating a program meeting minimum licensing 
standards, as well as a program meeting higher quality standards. 

• Salaries are the  main driver of cost and the model assumes that higher quality programs 
should be paying higher salaries to recruit and retain highly skilled educators.  

• Four salary options are included in the model:
1. Current salaries (based on the NC 2015 workforce survey, inflation adjusted)
2. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) average salaries
3. Kindergarten Parity salaries
4. Salaries aligned with the NC model salary scale 

• Additional costs related to enhanced ratios and enhanced space are also included at higher 
quality levels.  
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Salary data 

• The following annual salaries are used in the model:
o Current salaries, based on 2015 workforce survey, 

inflation adjusted
o Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data from May 2018
o Kindergarten parity, based on BLS reported 

Kindergarten salaries
o Model salary scale, based on NC Early Childhood 

Compensation Collaborative recommendations
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Additional salary data and full details of data sources can be found in the appendix. 

Program 
Director

Lead 
Teacher

Assistant 
teacher

Current – 5 Star 
(urban) $41,547 $28,361 $24,654

BLS salaries $47,330 $28,260 $22,940

Kindergarten 
parity $68,105 $46,490 $40,413

Model salary 
scale $61,527 $42,000 $31,500
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Cost estimation model

o Program Star level
o Additional quality measures (e.g. 

enhanced ratios, space, benefits).
o Region
o Age
o Program size

• The model is designed so that it 
can be updated as new data 
becomes available
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• The cost estimation model developed through this process is an excel-based 
tool that estimates the cost of center-based child care, with variations for:
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Limitations

• The revenue and expense model is informed by data collected from child care providers 
during 2019. 

• The number of providers willing to share data was limited, leading the study to rely on 
default data for many non-personnel categories. 

• Due to the concurrent workforce survey it was decided to utilize data from that survey when 
available rather than conducting an additional survey for providers. 
o Model relies on inflation adjusted estimates from the most recent survey (from 2015)

• Unable to vet final assumptions and model output with DCDEE or broader stakeholder group 
prior to finalizing the model, due to COVID-19

• Results presented in this report reflect initial input from subsidy advisory committee, DCDEE 
and other stakeholders but due to the pandemic the full stakeholder body was not convened 
to reach agreement on final assumptions. 
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Results and Recommendations
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Monthly cost per child
Using salaries from 2015 Workforce Survey, Inflation adjusted 

4 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Infants (<12 mos) $1,061 $1,004 $1,023
1-2 year olds $966 $915 $931 
2-3 year olds $808 $767 $776 
3 year olds $777 $734 $745 
4 year olds $720 $684 $690 

3 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Infants (<12 mos) $1,038 $950 $924
1-2 year olds $944 $866 $844
2-3 year olds $789 $725 $709
3 year olds $758 $697 $682
4 year olds $701 $647 $633
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Monthly cost per child
Using salaries from 2015 Workforce Survey, Inflation adjusted 

5 Star enhanced ratio Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural
Infants (<12 mos) $1,306 $1,264 $1,220 
1-2 year olds $1,152 $1,114 $1,077 
2-3 year olds $921 $889 $862
3 year olds $879 $847 $822 
4 year olds $793 $763 $743 

5 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural
Infants (<12 mos) $1,134 $1,099 $1,063
1-2 year olds $1,030 $997 $966
2-3 year olds $857 $828 $804 
3 year olds $823 $794 $772 
4 year olds $760 $733 $714 
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Monthly cost per child
Using salaries from Model Salary Scale & Kindergarten parity

Kindergarten Parity 5 Star Enhanced Ratios

Infants (<12 mos) $1,743 $2,071 
1-2 year olds $1,560 $1,796 

2-3 year olds $1,254 $1,383 
3 year olds $1,193 $1,307 
4 year olds $1,083 $1,154 

Model Salary Scale 5 Star Enhanced Ratios

Infants (<12 mos) $1,390 $1,614

1-2 year olds $1,258 $1,417 
2-3 year olds $1,037 $1,123 
3 year olds $993 $1,068 

4 year olds $914 $959



Comparison to subsidy rate – Urban Region
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Comparison to subsidy rate – Suburban Region
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Comparison to subsidy rate – Rural Region
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Preliminary Analysis
• The gap between subsidy rates and true cost of care is larger in rural region:

o The star 5 rural subsidy rate is 23% lower than the urban subsidy rate, but the estimated cost 
of care in the rural region is only 7% lower than in Urban rate. Gap between subsidy and cost 

Urban Suburban Rural 
Infants 91% 85% 75%
1 year olds 101% 95% 83%
2 year olds 114% 109% 95%
3 year olds 113% 110% 95%
4 year olds 124% 121% 104%

Suburban/
Star 5 Ratio Subsidy Cost Gap

Infants 1:5 (10) $1,043 $1,221 ($178)

1 year olds 1:6 (12) $1,043 $1,096 ($53)

2 year olds 1:9 (18) $972 $888 $84 

3 year olds 1:10 (20) $930 $847 $83

4 year olds 1:13 (25) $930 $772 $158 

• Subsidy rate age categories are not 
aligned with licensing ratio age categories 
o Lack of alignment disincentivizes serving 

infants and 3-year-olds

• The percent of true cost that is covered by 
subsidy is disproportionally lower in rural 
counties compared to Urban counties



Recommendations

1. North Carolina should set child care subsidy rates based on a cost estimation model rather than a 
market rate survey

2. Rates based on the cost estimation model should include a minimum rate that is sufficient to pay 
educators a livable wage and benefits.
• The cost estimation model should be updated with salary data from the 2019-20 workforce 

survey and regularly thereafter to ensure that rates reflect current reality. 

3. Rates by age should be aligned with the differences in ratios and group size by age - the state 
should move to rates for infants, 1-year-olds, 2-year-olds, 3-year-olds, and 4-year-olds, reflecting 
the different ratios required at each age level.   

4. An additional tiered reimbursement rate should be available for providers who chose to use 
enhanced ratios.

5. The state should consolidate county-specific rates into 3 rate regions – Urban, Regional 
City/Suburban, and Rural, based on NC Rural Center’s definition. 
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Appendix
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Data Sources
• BLS salary data, May  2018 release, using categories as per tables below

o https://www.bls.gov/oes/2018/may/oes_nc.htm

• Workforce salaries from 2015 Workforce Study: https://www.childcareservices.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/11/2015-Workforce-Report-FNL.pdf

• Non-personnel data based on default values provided in the Provider Cost of Quality Calculator, 
available at www.ecequalitycalculator.org

• Child care subsidy market rates based on October 1, 2018 rates.
o https://ncchildcare.ncdhhs.gov/Portals/0/documents/pdf/R/Revised-8-16-Market_Rate_Centers_Eff-10-1-

18.pdf?ver=2018-08-28-105655-863

Model Job Category BLS SOC Number/Source

Program Director 11-9031

Assistant Director 80% of Program director

Administrative Assistant Minimum wage

Model Job Category BLS SOC Number/Source

Lead Teacher 25-2011

Assistant Teacher 39-9011

Floater/Aide 39-9011

Substitute Minimum wage

Kindergarten Parity Lead Teacher 25-2012

https://www.bls.gov/oes/2018/may/oes_nc.htm
https://www.childcareservices.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/2015-Workforce-Report-FNL.pdf
http://www.ecequalitycalculator.org/
https://ncchildcare.ncdhhs.gov/Portals/0/documents/pdf/R/Revised-8-16-Market_Rate_Centers_Eff-10-1-18.pdf?ver=2018-08-28-105655-863
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Salary data 
2015 Workforce Survey inflation adjusted

4 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Teacher $     26,676 $     22,324 $     24,430 
Asst Teacher $     21,200 $     21,273 $     21,734 
Director $     39,649 $     33,337 $     29,855 
Asst. Director $     31,719 $     26,670 $     23,884 
Admin Asst $     19,240 $     19,240 $     19,240 

3 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Teacher $     23,899 $     21,077 $     18,982 
Asst Teacher $     22,464 $     19,656 $     19,488 
Director $     35,538 $     26,513 $     25,626 
Asst. Director $     28,430 $     21,210 $     20,501 
Admin Asst $     17,160 $     17,160 $     17,160 
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Salary data 
2015 Workforce Survey inflation adjusted

5 Star Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Teacher $     28,361 $     26,648 $     26,114 

Asst Teacher $     24,654 $     24,615 $     22,616 

Director $     41,547 $     33,797 $     32,573 

Asst. Director $     33,238 $     27,038 $     26,058 

Admin Asst $     21,320 $     21,320 $     21,320 
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Salary data 
BLS and kindergarten parity
BLS salaries Statewide

Teacher $    28,260

Asst Teacher $    22,940

Director $    47,330

Asst. Director $    40,440

Admin Asst $    20,800

Kindergarten Parity Urban Regional City & Suburban Rural

Teacher $     46,490 $     46,490 $     46,490

Asst Teacher $     40,413 $     42,943 $     40,263 

Director $     68,105 $     58,962 $     57,989 

Asst. Director $     54,484 $     47,170 $     46,391 

Admin Asst $     31,200 $     31,200 $     31,200 


